In May 2016, ZEISS announced the next innovation step for laser-scanning microscopy imaging with the introduction of the Fast mode for ZEISS LSM 880 with Airyscan. The new concept combines the Airyscan pinhole-plane detection technology with a new illumination shaping approach, enabling a fourfold increase in image acquisition rates. With the new Fast mode, Airyscan now affords researchers simultaneous access to super-resolution, increased signal-to-noise ratio and increased acquisition speeds without compromise.
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The confocal laser-scanning microscope (LSM) has become one of the most popular instruments in basic biomedical research for fluorescence imaging. The main reason laser-scanning microscopy has become so popular is that the technique provides researchers with high-contrast images and a versatile optical sectioning capability to investigate three-dimensional biological structures 1 .
The optical sectioning ability of an LSM is a product of scanning a diffraction-limited spot across a sample to create an image one point at a time. Traditionally, the generated fluorescence for each point is collected and focused back through an aperture structure. However, until the introduction of the Fast mode for Airyscan 3 , researchers were forced to compromise on resolution or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to achieve the required temporal resolution.
Improving acquisition speeds on a point-scanning confocal microscope
The acquisition speed of a conventional LSM is determined by how fast a single diffraction-limited laser spot can be moved across a desired field of view with a desired pixel count. Therefore, 
APPLICATION NOTES
Resonant scanning uses a sinusoidal scanning approach that varies the pixel dwell time across the field of view in order to achieve a maximum frame rate of around 30 Hz for a full field of view. When the laser spot is scanned faster across the field of view, the pixel dwell time is shortened and, consequently, the amount of time per pixel spent collecting fluorescence is also decreased, which affects the resulting SNR of the image. As the acquisition speed increases, fewer and fewer photons are available, resulting in deterioration of the image SNR. The outcome is not only a noisy image but also compromised spatial resolution in which fine structures cannot be properly resolved (Fig. 1, upper panel) . To compensate for the deteriorating SNR, the laser power can be increased, but this too has disadvantages: the danger of bleaching the fluorophore and/ or damage to live samples from phototoxic effects (for example, free oxygen radicals) becomes more prevalent at higher laser powers, and thus the risk of influencing experimental outcomes is increased [4] [5] [6] . Therefore, traditional techniques to improve image acquisition speeds demand that a researcher compromise image SNR, resolution, field of view and laser exposure, and the effects on all of these are likely to impede the research goal.
The Fast mode for Airyscan
To overcome the trade-off between acquisition speed and image SNR, ZEISS has combined the Airyscan pinhole-plane detection concept with an illumination shaping approach for a new fast acquisition mode. With the Fast mode for Airyscan, the excitation spot is elongated along the y-axis to cover four lines in a single scan (Fig. 2) . Through the use of a parallelization approach, acquisition speeds are increased by a factor of four while high pixel dwell times are maintained, resulting in a high image SNR.
Hence, although the imaging speed is notably increased, high SNRs can be preserved, resulting in meaningful data. Moreover, because the Fast mode is based on the Airyscan detector, the additional, simultaneous increases in SNR and resolution are retained. Therefore, Airyscan in Fast mode offers a researcher the unprecedented combination of a 1.5× increase in resolution and a 4× increase in SNR at four times the acquisition speed (Fig. 1, lower panel).
Summary
In summary, the Airyscan detection module dispenses with the classical physical pinhole and unitary detector assembly and uses a new pinhole-plane image detection assembly based on a novel 32-channel GaAsP-PMT area detector. In 2014, Airyscan was implemented to provide a flexible and robust method to substantially increase resolution and SNR compared with those achieved with a traditional confocal LSM 3, 7, 8 . Using the Airyscan detector design in the innovative Fast mode provides a substantial increase in speed while simultaneously providing increases in resolution and SNR relative to traditional confocal LSMs.
